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Abstract 1 

Handedness influences differences in lateralization of language areas as well as dominance of 2 
motor and somatosensory cortices. However, differences in whole brain functional organization 3 
due to handedness have been relatively understudied beyond pre-specified networks of interest. 4 
Functional connectivity offers the ability to unravel differences in the functional organization of 5 
the whole brain. Here, we compared connectivity profiles of left- and right-handed individuals 6 
using data-driven parcellations of the whole brain. We explored differences in connectivity 7 
profiles of previously established regions of interest, and showed functional organization 8 
differences between primarily left- and primarily right-handed individuals in the motor, 9 
somatosensory, and language areas using functional connectivity. We then proceeded to 10 
investigate these differences in the whole brain and found that the functional organization of left- 11 
and right-handed individuals are not specific to regions of interest. In particular, we found that 12 
connections between and within-hemispheres and the cerebellum show distinct patterns of 13 
connectivity. Together these results shed light on regions of the brain beyond those traditionally 14 
explored that contribute to differences in the functional organization of left- and right-handed 15 
individuals.  16 
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Introduction 17 

Left-handed individuals comprise approximately 10% of the population1. This rare event in the 18 
population is believed to be due to the development of language lateralization in the left 19 
hemisphere, giving rise to a primarily right-handed population2. As such, the association 20 
between language lateralization and handedness have been well studied3,4. Additionally, brain 21 
differences between left- and right-handed individuals extend beyond language lateralization 22 
including differences in the motor and the somatosensory networks5,6. Neuroimaging studies 23 
have begun to highlight these differences using both functional activation7–10 and 24 
morphometry11–13. Even so, these types of studies do not address how brain regions interact 25 
and, therefore, may give an incomplete picture of the brain correlates of handedness. Functional 26 
connectivity analysis using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a powerful tool to 27 
characterize group differences exhibiting temporal synchrony of activity among brain regions. 28 
While there have been some functional connectivity studies of handedness14–16, these are 29 
limited to specific networks chosen a priori and potentially fail to capture a complete picture of 30 
the connectivity profiles of handedness7–10. 31 
 32 
In this study, we utilize resting-state fMRI data, functional connectivity analyses, and cluster-33 
based inference17 to identify differences between left- and right-handed individuals using both 34 
hypothesis-based (e.g., networks of interest) and data-driven (e.g., whole-brain) approaches 35 
across two large datasets. For the hypothesis-based analyses, we define a priori networks of 36 
interest based on previous literature to investigate connectivity differences in the motor18, 37 
somatosensory6, and language19,20 networks. For the data-driven analyses, we calculate whole-38 
brain functional connectomes (i.e., a functional connectivity matrix containing pair-wise 39 
connections from all brain regions) using a 268-node functional brain parcellation21. As 40 
handedness preferences are well-established by 5 years of age22, we chose to investigate 41 
connectivity differences between left- and right-handed individuals using data from two 42 
developmental datasets23,24, the Healthy Brain Network (HBN) and the Philadelphia 43 
Neurodevelopmental Cohort (PNC). Because our sample contains school-aged children, 44 
adolescents, and young adults, we can better investigate innate differences in functional 45 
organization as opposed to the effects of adaptive differences caused by left-handed individuals 46 
interacting in environments typically designed for right-handed individuals. 47 
 48 
First, we performed cluster-based inference on our primary dataset, the HBN, establishing 49 
robust patterns of connectivity differences in the motor, somatosensory, and language networks. 50 
We then estimated the generalizability of these results to the PNC. Given the consistency of 51 
results and to increase power for whole-brain analyses, we combined these datasets to 52 
examine differences across the connectome and perform exploratory investigations of 53 
differences for within- and between-hemispheric edges, and cerebellar edges. Overall, these 54 
results demonstrate that wide-spread differences in functional organization, spanning the whole-55 
brain, exist between left-handed and right-handed individuals. Thus, it may be important to 56 
account for handedness in functional connectivity studies, in particular for studies involving 57 
neuropsychiatric disorders, where left-handed individuals are disproportionately represented25.  58 
  59 
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Results 60 

Data obtained from the Healthy Brain Network (HBN)23 were used for the networks of interest 61 
results. These networks of interest are based on previous literature that has shown functional 62 
differences between left- and right-handed individuals. After excluding subjects for missing data 63 
and excessive motion (>0.2mm), 905 individuals remain (right-handed: 787, left-handed: 118), 64 
with ages ranging from 5-21 years. Edinburgh Handedness Questionnaire (EHQ) scores were 65 
used as a measure of the extent individuals were left-handed and right-handed. For 66 
generalization of networks of interest results, we used data from the Philadelphia 67 
Neurodevelopmental Cohort (PNC)24,26. After excluding subjects for missing data and excessive 68 
motion (>0.2mm), 859 subjects remain (right-handed: 742, left-handed: 117) with ages ranging 69 
from 8-21 years. Measures of handedness were based on self-report of dominant hand in order 70 
to complete a finger tapping task.  71 
 72 
Resting-state fMRI data from both datasets were processed with identical, validated pipelines 73 
and parcellated into 268 nodes (the Shen atlas) using a whole-brain, functional atlas defined 74 
previously in a separate sample.21 Next, the mean time courses of each node pair were 75 
correlated and correlation coefficients were Fisher transformed, generating a connectome for 76 
each participant. These connectomes were subsequently used in cluster-based inference, either 77 
restricted to a priori networks of interest (i.e., motor, somatosensory, and language) or at the 78 
whole-brain level. To define our networks of interest, we translated Brodmann areas from 79 
previous literature onto the Shen atlas nodes (Table 1), visualizations of node allocations shown 80 
in (Fig. S11). Handedness from the HBN was analyzed using EHQ scores as both continuous 81 
values (when analyzing data from HBN independently) and as dichotomized data (when 82 
combined with the PNC for data harmonization purposes). Only binary handedness data from 83 
the PNC was available. Analyses were performed using the network-based statistic (NBS), 84 
specifying a target familywise error rate of 5%. 85 
 86 

Network Brodmann Areas Shen atlas nodes 

  Left Right 

Motor ● Premotor/ 
Supp. motor: 
BA627 

● Primary Motor: 
BA428 

● BA4: Node 158 
● BA6: Node 157, 

159-166, 218 

● BA4: Node 23 
● BA6: Node 

24, 26, 27, 29-
32 

Somatosensory ● Primary Sensory: 
BA129 

● BA1: Node 167, 
171-173 

● BA1: Node 
33, 38-40 

Language: 
Broca’s, 
Wernicke’s 

● BA 44, BA9, BA 
408 

● Wernicke’s: 
BA2230, BA3931 

● BA9: Node 145-
147 

● BA22: Node 197 
● BA39: Node 

182-184 

● BA9: Node 
10, 11 

● BA22: Node 
63, 64 

● BA39: Node 
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● Broca’s: BA44, 
BA4532 

● BA40: Node 
179-181 

● BA44: Node 156 
● BA45: Node 155 

48, 49 
● BA40: Node 

45-47 
● BA44: Node 

21, 22 
● BA45: Node 

20 
Table 1: Allocation of nodes for each of the three networks of interest: motor, somatosensory, language. Node 87 
definitions for both left and right hemispheres are based on Brodmann Areas as reported from previous literature of 88 
differences in pure activation patterns. 89 

Networks of Interest in HBN datasets 90 

First, we examined the motor, somatosensory, and language networks in the HBN using EHQ 91 
as a continuous measure of handedness, where scores ranged from -100 (extremely left-92 
handed) to 100 (extremely right-handed). The network-based statistic17 was used to identify 93 
edges in a connectome that are significantly different between groups of individuals that are 94 
primarily left-handed (left- > right-handed) and primarily right-handed (right- > left-handed). 95 

Motor 96 
Within the motor network (Fig. 1A/S1A), two clusters consisting of 227 edges (right- > left-97 
handed) and 195 edges (left- > right-handed) show significantly different (p<0.05, two-tailed, 98 
corrected) connectivity between groups. Interhemispheric connections between both sides of 99 
the motor strip exhibited a mix of greater and weaker connectivity for the left- > right-handed 100 
group compared to right- > left-handed group. However, edges between the motor areas and 101 
other regions of the brain show distinct patterns between the left- > right-handed group and 102 
right- > left-handed group. In the right- > left-handed group, edges of greater connectivity 103 
compared to left-handed individuals are scattered throughout the brain across all anatomical 104 
regions. Notably, the majority of these edges are between-hemisphere edges relative to within-105 
hemispheres (between: (136/227 edges or 59.9%; within: 91/227 edges or 40.0%; 𝝌2=4.31, 106 
p=0.038; Fig. S2). 107 
 108 
In contrast, a majority of edges showing greater in the left-> right-handed groups are within-109 
hemisphere edges with between-hemisphere generally being confined to motor-motor edges 110 
(between: 82/195 edges or 42.0%; within: 113/195 edges or 58.0%; 𝝌2=2.64, p=0.104; Fig. S2). 111 
Neither group exhibit edges confined to a specific hemisphere (left- > right-handed: 𝝌2=1.79, 112 
p=0.181; right- > left-handed: 𝝌2=1.42, p=0.233; Fig. S2). Perhaps most interestingly, we 113 
observe a bundle of edges between the right motorstrip and the ipsilateral cerebellum in left-114 
handed individuals, in alignment with the known roles for the cerebellum in motor control and 115 
adjustments33. Yet, canonical motor-cerebellar circuits point towards contralateral connections 116 
(i.e., the right motor strip connects to the left cerebellum). That we observed stronger ipsilateral 117 
functional connections in left-handed individuals may point toward neuroplasticity of left-handed 118 
individuals needing to adapt to a primarily right-dominant society (e.g., scissors, computer 119 
mice)34.  120 
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Somatosensory 121 
Similar patterns are observed for the somatosensory network (Fig. 1B/S1B) with two clusters 122 
consisting of 127 edges (right- > left-handed) and 88 edges (left- > right-handed) exhibiting 123 
significantly different (p<0.05, corrected) connectivity between left- > right-handed and right- > 124 
left-handed groups. Neither group exhibit edges lateralized to specific hemisphere (left-> right-125 
handed: 𝝌2=2.22, p=0.136; right- > left-handed: 𝝌2=0.04, p=0.841; Fig. S2). For edges of 126 
greater connectivity in right-handed individuals, a majority are between-hemisphere edges 127 
relative to within-hemispheres (between: 80/127 edges or 63.0%; within: 37/127 edges or 128 
37.0%; 𝝌2=7.81, p=0.005; Fig. S2). 129 
 130 
For edges of greater connectivity in the left- > right-handed group, a majority are within-131 
hemisphere edges relative to between-hemispheres (between: 29/88 edges or 33.0%; within: 132 
59/88 edges or 67.0%; 𝝌2=5.27, p=0.022; Fig. S2). However, of the contralateral edges 133 
identified as greater connectivity in the left- > right-handed group, the majority are edges 134 
stemming from the parietal networks to the contralateral cerebellum on both sides. This could 135 
be partly due to the previous phenomena explained in the motor network. Studies have also 136 
shown that the cerebellum has representation of somatosensory35, accounting for the 137 
synchronous activity observed in both populations, but particularly in left-handed individuals. 138 

Language 139 
Finally, for the language network (Fig. 1C/S1C), two clusters consisting of 337 edges (right- > 140 
left-handed) and 325 edges (left- > right-handed) display significantly different (p<0.05, 141 
corrected) connectivity between left- > right-handed and right- > left-handed groups. Similarly to 142 
the patterns observed in the motor and somatosensory networks, the connectivity of cerebellum 143 
is notable. Bundles of edges, exhibiting greater connectivity in the left- > right-handed group, 144 
between both frontal lobes to the ipsilateral cerebellum are present. Additionally, bundles of 145 
edges with greater connectivity in right-handed individuals are observable between nodes in the 146 
right parietal lobe and both hemispheres of the cerebellum. 147 
 148 
In contrast to the motor and somatosensory networks, no differences in the distribution of 149 
between and within-hemisphere edges in the right- > left-handed group is observed (between: 150 
165/337 edges or 49.0%; within: 172/337 edges or 51.0%; 𝝌2=0.05, p=0.823; Fig. S2). 151 
However, similar to the motor and somatosensory networks, a majority of edges exhibiting 152 
greater connectivity in the left- > right-handed group are within-hemisphere edges relative to 153 
between-hemispheres (between: 133/325 edges or 40.9%; within: 192/325 edges or 59.1%; 154 
𝝌2=5.22, p=0.022; Fig. S2) with between-hemisphere edges primary located between the 155 
parietal lobes. Neither group exhibit edges lateralized to specific hemisphere (left-handed: 156 
𝝌2=3.40, p=0.065; right-handed: 𝝌2=1.17, p=0.279; Fig. S2). 157 
 158 
We observe that nodes with the largest number of significantly greater edges for right-handed 159 
individuals (i.e., hubs) are located in both parietal lobes. Surprisingly, given the lateralization of 160 
language to the left hemisphere in the right- > left-handed group, the largest hubs are located in 161 
the secondary language regions in the right parietal lobe. In contrast, the left- > right-handed 162 
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group shows hubs of significantly greater connectivity in the right hemisphere homologue of 163 
Broca’s area36. Overall, while the right- > left-handed group showed more widespread 164 
connectivity throughout the language networks, these edges appear to form hubs in the parietal 165 
lobe. Additionally, the cerebellum is differentially connected to the language network between 166 
groups. In particular, frontal-cerebellar connections were more prominent for the left- > right-167 
handed group and parietal-cerebellar connections more prominent for the right- > left-handed 168 
group. 169 
 170 
For all networks of interest, results yielded similar results when using the EHQ as a continuous 171 
or binary variable (EHQ < 0 = left-handed individuals, EHQ > 0 = right-handed individuals) (Fig. 172 
S3) and controlling for various demographic factors (e.g., age, sex) (Tables S1-S6). Overall, 173 
these results build upon previous work showing differences in activation patterns in networks of 174 
interest such that these differences are also observable in patterns of connectivity for all 175 
networks of interest. 176 
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Fig. 1: Brain and circle plots for each of the a priori defined networks in the HBN dataset. Edges that are greater for 178 
the left- > right-handed group are shown in green while edges that are greater for the right > left-handed group are 179 
shown in purple. Top row for each section shows significant edges drawn on an anatomical 3D brain with nodes sized 180 
based on the number of significant edges identified. Bottom row for each section shows circle plots where the left and 181 
right hemispheres are depicted as left and right semi-circles, respectively. The middle circle plot shows an overlay 182 
between left- and right-handed individuals. Nodes are color-coded by anatomical region constructed based on the 183 
Shen atlas, each line depicts a significant edge identified through NBS. Legend for which anatomical region each 184 
color represents is shown next to the circle plots. Each section shows results for each network of interest: (A) motor 185 
(p-val: 0.027), (B) somatosensory (p-val: 0.024), (C) language (p-val: 0.005). 186 

Generalization of networks of interest results to the PNC dataset 187 

Using the network of interest approach, we then looked at how well these results based on data 188 
from the HBN generalized to other datasets of similar populations using data from the PNC (Fig. 189 
S4). We observed similar patterns of group differences in the HBN and PNC datasets as 190 
evidenced by the number of overlapping edges and the correlation of nodal degree between the 191 
two sets of results. First, using the hypergeometric cumulative density function to determine 192 
significance of the edge-level overlap between two networks37, all resulting networks of group 193 
differences were significant between the two analyses (p<0.05; Fig. S5: top row) with the 194 
exception of the network of greater edges for the left- > right-handed group in the motor 195 
network. Second, for each network of group differences, node degree--defined as the number of 196 
significant edges for each node--was calculated and correlated between the HBN and PNC 197 
results. All result pairs showed a significant correlation between nodal degree (all r’s>0.54, all 198 
p’s<0.001). Quantitatively, in the motor network, a fraction of the edges connecting the right 199 
motorstrip and ipsilateral cerebellum are present in the PNC as well. Whereas in the 200 
somatosensory network, similar crossing patterns connecting somatosensory nodes with 201 
contralateral cerebellum nodes are observed. Overlapping edges in the language network 202 
continue to highlight the importance of the cerebellum in connectivity differences between the 203 
left- > right-handed and right- > left-handed groups. Notably, the measures of handedness 204 
between the HBN and PNC were conducted differently as the HBN utilized EHQ scores which 205 
ranged from -100 to 100 while the PNC was based on self-reported measures of dominant hand 206 
for a hand tapping task. Despite differences in behavioral measures, similar patterns of 207 
connectivity were repeatedly identified as significantly different between the left- > right-handed 208 
and right- > left-handed groups. This highlights the robustness and generalizability of these 209 
results. 210 

Whole-brain analysis: HBN + PNC 211 

After having established that observed differences between the left- > right-handed and right- > 212 
left-handed groups in the HBN generalize to the PNC, we combined the two datasets to 213 
increase our sample size and statistical power for whole brain analyses. To harmonize the 214 
handedness measures in the HBN and PNC, we binarized the EHQ scores to make them 215 
consistent with the PNC, such that individuals with a score below 0 were classified as primarily 216 
left-handed (left- > right-handed) and individuals with a score above 0 were classified as 217 
primarily right-handed (right- > left-handed).  218 
 219 
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Despite previous literature, widespread connectivity was observed across the whole brain 220 
between the left- > right-handed and right- > left-handed groups at the level of the whole brain 221 
(Figs. 2A & S6), beyond those in the networks of interest. Two clusters consisting of 1600 edges 222 
(right- > left-handed) and 1450 edges (left- > right-handed) exhibit significantly different (p<0.05, 223 
corrected) connectivity between the two groups. Similar to the networks of interest analyses, 224 
cerebellar connections are prominent (left- > right-handed: 39.69% significant edges, right- > 225 
left-handed: 31.78% significant edges; Fig. 2B). We observe a large proportion of edges 226 
exhibiting greater connectivity for the right- > left-handed group between the right cerebellum 227 
and the left prefrontal regions. In contrast, edges of greater connectivity for the left- > right-228 
handed group were more localized to connections between the cerebellum and posterior 229 
regions (e.g., the occipital and parietal lobes). Results are similar when controlling for various 230 
demographic factors (e.g., age and sex for both HBn and PNC; scan sites and clinical 231 
diagnoses for HBN) (Tables. S14-S19).  232 
 233 
Edges of greater connectivity for the right- > left-handed group were more lateralized within the 234 
left hemisphere (within left hemisphere: 423 edges; within right hemisphere: 324 edges;𝝌2=6.46, 235 
p=0.011; Fig. S7), consistent with the theory of left-hemisphere dominance in right-handed 236 
individuals38. However, edges of greater connectivity for the left- > right-handed group were not 237 
lateralized to either hemisphere (within left hemisphere: 353 edges; within right hemisphere: 411 238 
edges;𝝌2=2.20, p=0.138; Fig. S7), consistent with the observation of a mix of left- and right-239 
hemisphere dominance, or even right-hemisphere dominance, in the left- > right-handed group. 240 
No differences in the distribution of between and within-hemisphere edges in left- or right-241 
handed individuals are observed (left- > right-handed between: 836/1600 edges or 52.3%; 242 
within: 764/1600 edges or 47.8%; 𝝌2=1.62, p=0.203; right- > left-handed between: 732/1450 243 
edges or 49.8%; within: 737/1450 edges or 50.2%; 𝝌2=0.01, p=0.920; Fig. S7). 244 
 245 
The largest proportion of edges that differed between left- and right-handed individuals were 246 
localized to the prefrontal lobe (left- > right-handed: 33.56% significant edges, right- > left-247 
handed: 48.93% significant edges; Fig. 2B), consistent with our network of interest results, 248 
where expressive language processing nodes (e.g., Broca's region) and secondary motor nodes 249 
are located. Surprisingly, but in line with Fig. 2A, the cerebellum contained the second largest 250 
amount of edges that differed between the left- > right-handed and right- > left-handed groups 251 
(left- > right-handed: 39.69% significant edges, right- > left-handed: 31.78% significant edges; 252 
Fig. 2B). These results were consistent when normalizing the number of edges within each 253 
network (Fig. S8). Of the 3079 edges that were identified as significantly different between the 254 
two groups at the whole-brain level, only 16.95% were also initially identified as significant using 255 
the networks of interest analysis. Overall, this observation suggests that functional connectivity 256 
differences between left- and right-handed individuals span the whole brain--rather than being 257 
localized to specific networks as suggested by previous literature4,6. 258 
 259 
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 260 
Fig. 2: (A) Brain and circle plots for the entire connectome (p-val = 0.0018), circle plots and brain plots were 261 
thresholded at a degree threshold of 50 for visualization. Results for the left- > right-handed group are shown in green 262 
while results for the right- > left-handed group are shown in purple. Top row for each section shows significant edges 263 
drawn on an anatomical brain with nodes sized based on the number of significant edges identified. Bottom row 264 
shows circle plots where the left and right hemispheres are depicted as left and right semi-circles, respectively. The 265 
middle circle plot shows an overlay between groups. Nodes are color-coded by anatomical regions constructed based 266 
on the Shen atlas, each line depicts a significant edge identified through NBS. (B) Circular bar graph quantifying the 267 
percent of significant edges in each anatomical network corresponding with the circle plots in 2A split by left and right 268 
hemispheres, for left- > right-handed and right- > left-handed groups. 269 
 270 
Next, we quantified the effect size via Cohen’s D of the connectivity differences between left- 271 
and right-handed individuals for all edges. These effect sizes ranged from -0.3 to 0.3, consistent 272 
with the observation that brain-behavior associations tend to have low to medium effect 273 
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sizes39,40. To help put these whole-brain differences into comparable context relative to sex 274 
differences, for primarily right-handed individuals only, we compared the connectomes between 275 
male and females participants (based on self-reported sex) and quantified edgewise effects 276 
sizes for these differences. Broadly, the effect sizes observed for sex differences in whole-brain 277 
functional connectivity were of a similar magnitude as the effect sizes observed for handedness 278 
differences (Fig. 3) with no significant differences between the two distributions of effect-sizes 279 
being observed. Together, these results suggest that handedness differences account for a 280 
similar amount of individual differences in the connectome as sex differences, and underscore 281 
that the handedness effects are neurobiogically meaningful in addition to being statistically 282 
significant. 283 
 284 

 285 
Fig. 3: Comparison of effect sizes for each edge in a connectome (total 35,778 edges) plotted onto a histogram for 286 
handedness and sex. 287 

Between and within hemispheres 288 

Analyses on between-hemisphere edges (Fig. 4A) demonstrate very similar patterns to those of 289 
the whole brain. The same bundles of edges forming between the left prefrontal and 290 
contralateral cerebellum make up the majority of between-hemisphere edges that are 291 
significantly greater for the right- > left-handed group. Similarly, the same patterns of cerebellar 292 
edges for the left- > right-handed group is observed in our between-hemisphere analyses. 293 
Overall, cerebellar edges make up the majority of significant between-hemisphere edges when 294 
comparing the two groups (1108/1568 edges or 70.7%). 295 
 296 
The within-hemisphere results show diverging laterality patterns from our whole-brain analyses 297 
(Fig. 4B). Consistent with the whole-brain results, edges of greater connectivity for the right- > 298 
left-handed group were more lateralized within the left hemisphere (within left hemisphere: 423 299 
edges; within right hemisphere: edges: 324;𝝌2=6.46, p=0.01). However, edges of greater 300 
connectivity for the left- > right-handed group were more lateralized within the right hemisphere 301 
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for within-hemisphere edges (within left hemisphere: 324 edges; within right hemisphere: 821 302 
edges;𝝌2=97.4, p<0.001). This finding is in contrast to our whole-brain results, where the left- > 303 
right-handed group exhibited a non-significant lateralization to the right hemisphere. Perhaps, 304 
given the more localized analysis to only within-hemisphere, the null clusters from the 305 
permutation analysis were smaller, leading to additional information surviving NBS correction. In 306 
other words, by restricting our analysis, we were able to see better under the spotlight43. 307 
Together, these results are consistent with the observation of left-hemisphere dominance in 308 
primarily right-handed individuals and mixed or right-hemisphere dominance in primarily left-309 
handed individuals4,44.  310 
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 311 
Fig. 4: (A) Brain and circle plots for significant edges between-hemispheres (p = 0.012), circle plots and brain plots 312 
were thresholded at a degree threshold of 25 for visualization. (B) Brain and circle plots for significant edges for 313 
within-hemispheres (left hemisphere p = 0.019, right hemisphere p = 0.022), circle plots and brain plots were 314 
thresholded at a degree threshold of 25 for visualization. Results for the left- > right-handed group are shown in green 315 
while results for the right- > left-handed group are shown in purple. Top row for each section shows significant edges 316 
drawn on an anatomical brain with nodes sized based on the number of significant edges identified. Bottom row for 317 
each section shows circle plots where the left and right hemispheres are depicted as left and right semi-circles, 318 
respectively. The middle circle plot shows an overlay of circle plots for both groups. Nodes are color-coded by data-319 
driven networks constructed based on the Shen atlas, each line depicts a significant edge identified through NBS. 320 
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Cerebellum 321 

Given the striking contribution of the cerebellum to the network of interest (Fig. 1) and whole-322 
brain group differences (Figs. 2 & 4) as well as the relatively unexplored functional differences in 323 
the cerebellum between the left- > right-handed and right- > left-handed groups45, we further 324 
investigated cerebellar differences in functional connectivity using our networks of interest 325 
approach.  326 
 327 
Within the cerebellar network (Fig. 5), clusters consisting of 463 edges (right- > left-handed) and 328 
558 edges (left- > right-handed) exhibit significantly different (p<0.05, corrected) connectivity 329 
between the left- > right-handed and right- > left-handed groups. The left- > right-handed group 330 
show large bundles of edges with significantly greater connectivity between the cerebellum and 331 
the motor strip and somatosensory areas, consistent with results for the motor and language 332 
networks (Fig. 1). Interestingly, edges of greater connectivity for the left- > right-handed group 333 
are generally confined towards the posterior regions of the brain whereas edges of greater 334 
connectivity for the right- > left-handed group are generally confined to the frontal regions. 335 
Results are similar when controlling for various demographic factors (e.g., age, sex) (Tables. 336 
S1-S4). Edges of greater connectivity in the right- > left-handed group are mostly between-337 
hemisphere edges rather than within hemispheres (between: 274/463 edges or 59.2%; within: 338 
189/463 edges or 40.8%; 𝝌2=7.69, p=0.006; Fig. S12) and are more lateralized within the left 339 
hemisphere (within left hemisphere: 126 edges; within right hemisphere: 63 edges;𝝌2=14.86, 340 
p<0.001; Fig. S12). No differences in the distribution of edges of greater connectivity in the left- 341 
> right-handed group were observed (between: 284/558 edges or 50.9%; within: 274/558 edges 342 
or 49.1%; 𝝌2=0.09, p=0.76; within left hemisphere: 132 edges; within right hemisphere: 152 343 
edges;𝝌2=0.71, p=0.40; Fig. S12). 344 
 345 

 346 
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Fig. 5: Brain and circle plots for all nodes in the cerebellum (p-val = 0.031). Results for the left- > right-handed group 347 
are shown in green while results for the right- > left-handed group are shown in purple. Top row shows significant 348 
edges drawn on an anatomical brain with nodes sized based on the number of significant edges identified. Bottom 349 
row shows circle plots where the left and right hemispheres are depicted as left and right semi-circles, respectively. 350 
The middle circle plot shows an overlay between left- and right-handed individuals. Nodes are color-coded by data-351 
driven networks constructed based on the Shen atlas, each line depicts a significant edge identified through NBS.  352 
   353 
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Discussion 354 

Using functional connectomes from two large open-source datasets (the Healthy Brain Network 355 
and Philadelphia Neurodevelopmental Cohort), we show that differences in the functional 356 
organization between groups of primarily left- and primarily right-handed individuals are found 357 
not only in previously identified functional networks, but in every brain region with a strikingly 358 
large amount of differences for edges incident to the cerebellum. We began by investigating 359 
differences in networks of interest, as established by previous activation studies, to show that 360 
these differences can also be detected by functional connectivity. These differences also 361 
robustly generalized across datasets. In a combined sample from both datasets, we show that 362 
differences in functional connectivity between the left- > right-handed and right- > left-handed 363 
groups are present across the whole brain. In particular, to emphasize the significance of these 364 
differences, we compared the distribution of effect sizes to those from self-reported sex. 365 
Handedness differences exhibit similar effect sizes as sex differences suggesting handedness 366 
may be a factor researchers should control for in future large-scale connectome studies. Finally, 367 
while previous studies have focused on the cortex28,46, we find that the most striking differences 368 
between the left- > right-handed and right- > left-handed groups are edges located within and 369 
between the cerebellum. Together, these results characterize fundamental differences in the 370 
functional connectome associated with handedness.  371 

Whole brain analyses: going beyond regions of interest 372 

Deviating from traditional region and network of interest approaches, our whole-brain results 373 
emphasize that differences between the left- > right-handed and right- > left-handed groups are 374 
wide-spread across the whole brain rather than localized to a few regions and networks. Indeed, 375 
only 16.95% of edges from the whole-brain results were identified as significant using the 376 
networks of interest analysis. The widespread nature of our results is also in contrast to 377 
emerging morphometric studies of handedness, which similarly report sparse, localized 378 
differences between the two groups47. A potential explanation may be that functional 379 
connections have greater neuroplasticity than anatomical structures34. Given the relative rarity 380 
of left-handed individuals (approximately 10% of the population48), they may be forced to use 381 
tools designed for right-handed individuals (e.g., scissors or computer mouse). This adaptation 382 
likely results in neuroplasticity with large-scale changes in functional connectivity, likely not 383 
observable in fixed anatomical structures.  384 

Cerebellum 385 

Despite a majority of handedness work focusing on the cortex2,28,32,49–52, the cerebellum 386 
demonstrated the second largest number of significant edges of networks evaluated in the data-387 
driven, whole-brain analysis (the prefrontal lobe, which includes several of our networks of 388 
interest, contained the largest number of significant edges). Reported associations between 389 
handedness and the cerebellum are limited13,45. Perhaps this result is not surprising given the 390 
cerebellum’s role in motor control53,54 and the association of motor control and handedness28,49. 391 
Nevertheless, most of the significant edges do not involve the motor cortex, in line with the 392 
recent trend to consider the cerebellum as a cognitive region, rather than a solely motor 393 
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region55. The cerebellum develops rapidly postnatally56, during a time when infants acquire a 394 
vast amount of skills and handedness begins to crystalize. As periods of rapid development 395 
show the greatest neuroplasticity34, it may be reasonable to expect that functional connections 396 
are more plastic in the cerebellum than other regions, resulting in the large functional 397 
differences in the cerebellum. 398 

Effect sizes: controlling for handedness in large studies 399 

Given the magnitude of effect sizes in neuroimaging and clinical and social factors associated 400 
with sex differences57, sex is routinely controlled for in neuroimaging studies58,59. The similarity 401 
between the effect size magnitude of handedness differences and sex differences in FC 402 
underscores the importance of potentially accounting these functional differences. Future 403 
studies that include a large number of left-handed individuals may need to control for 404 
handedness in a similar manner as other covariates, such as sex. One caveat might be that left-405 
handed individuals are relatively rare (around 10% of the population1). Many functional 406 
connectivity studies may not have a sufficiently large sample of left-handed individuals to 407 
properly estimate these effects. However, potential differences in the connectome should not be 408 
used to justify excluding left-handed individuals from a study. Best practices in maintaining 409 
representative samples necessitates the inclusion of left-handed individuals60. Nevertheless, the 410 
best approach for accounting for handedness differences in the connectome remains to be 411 
determined.  412 

Functional connectivity relative to other brain studies of handedness 413 

In line with previous results from activation, morphometric, neuropsychological, and lesion61 414 
studies, we found that functional connectivity incident to the motor, somatosensory, and 415 
language networks differed between primarily left- and primarily right-handed individuals. While 416 
our results build upon this previous work, differences in functional connectivity do not 417 
necessarily translate to observed differences in brain activation62 or structure. For instance, one 418 
may expect large functional connectivity differences in Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas3,32 based 419 
on previous work in activation studies regarding lateralization differences in language between 420 
left- and right-handed individuals. Yet, we found the largest number of significantly different 421 
edges clustered in the right-hemisphere, located in secondary language processing regions of 422 
the temporoparietal junction (in the right- > left-handed group). The lack of one-to-one 423 
translation of results between functional connectivity and activation likely holds in the other 424 
direction, too. In other words, the lack of differences in functional connectivity does not imply 425 
that activation patterns in Broca’s or Wernicke’s areas between the left- > right-handed and 426 
right- > left-handed groups during a language task would be the same. Patterns of within- and 427 
between-hemisphere edges also appear to be consistent across all three networks. 428 

Lateralization/cross hemispheric connections 429 

Additionally, while little lateralization was observed using the network of interest, strong 430 
lateralization effects were observed in the whole-brain results, consistent with patterns of left 431 
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hemisphere dominance in right-handed individuals44,63. As such, we delved deeper into 432 
analyzing patterns of connectivity for significant edges within and between hemispheres. We 433 
consistently observe a greater amount of within-hemisphere edges for the left- > right-handed 434 
group whereas we observe a greater amount of between-hemisphere edges for the right- > left-435 
handed group. These differences in between and within-hemisphere edges could result from 436 
differences in corpus callosum connectivity associated with handedness. Differences in the 437 
amount of between-hemispheric connections via the corpus callosum has been shown to be 438 
linked to the extent of handedness an individual exhibits7 (i.e., the more ambidextrous an 439 
individual, the more connections between hemispheres). Overall, these observations highlight 440 
that handedness differences in the functional connectome are vastly more distributed than 441 
previously understood.  442 

Strengths and weaknesses 443 

There are several notable strengths of our study. First, we used two large open-source 444 
datasets, allowing for a large sample of left-handed individuals (n>225), the application of 445 
whole-brain approaches and the ability to investigate generalization/replication of results across 446 
study designs. Without the large sample size and whole-brain analyses, important results (e.g., 447 
the widespread nature of handedness differences and the large handedness differences in 448 
cerebellum) may not have been discovered. Similarly, generalizing results from the HBN to the 449 
PNC highlight their robustness, especially considering the different handedness measures 450 
across the datasets. Second, by focusing on school-age children and adolescents as opposed 451 
to adults, we can better investigate the innate differences in connectivity, rather than adaptive 452 
differences acquired over the course of life. For example, historically, left-handed individuals 453 
were often forced to write right-handed. Also cultural sigma may have led others to become 454 
functionally right-handed64 (e.g., sinister means both evil and left). Yet, even in a younger 455 
sample, fully ruling out adaptive differences is not possible.  456 
 457 
Nevertheless, there are several notable limitations of our study. First, while all of our analyses 458 
are based on the same procedure and thresholds using NBS, it is important to note that running 459 
NBS on a subsetted connectome as opposed to the whole connectome will select different 460 
edges as a result. For instance, an edge that is initially identified as significant based on a 461 
subsetted connectome (like in our networks of interest) may not be identified as significant when 462 
using the entire connectome. Second, in defining our networks of interest, we based our 463 
definitions on differences in activation patterns shown in previous studies6,8,65. These previous 464 
studies have typically reported their results in the context of Brodmann areas, where our 465 
connectomes are parcellated based on a 268-node functionally defined atlas. Thus, we 466 
manually identified nodes that overlapped with these Brodmann areas, however, due to the 467 
differences in the Shen atlas and the Brodmann areas, our networks of interest may not have 468 
captured the exact regions that were reported in previous studies. Moreover, the Brodmann 469 
atlas is symmetrical between hemispheres, while our 268-node atlas is not. As such, there are 470 
also asymmetries between areas of the brain included in our analyses of networks of interest 471 
between the left and right hemispheres. Third, in our whole-brain analysis, we were limited to 472 
binarizing the EHQ in the HBN datasets for harmonization with the PNC handedness measure. 473 
While we could have explored a third group of ambidextrous individuals in HBN, we were limited 474 
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by: (a) the fact that there is no gold standard for the range of scores in the EHQ to classify an 475 
ambidextrous group66 and (b) the PNC’s measures of handedness was a forced-choice self 476 
report of handedness. Because of the variability and range in EHQ scores, we chose to conduct 477 
our initial analyses on the HBN and subsequent generalization/harmonization to the PNC. 478 
Finally, to address handedness interactions with sex and age, we repeated all NBS analyses 479 
using partial correlation to control for these factors (sex: Table S1, age: Table S3) as well 480 
conducting combined analyses for the two datasets separately (sex: Table S2, age Table S4). 481 
These results robustly demonstrate that while sex and age are potential confounding factors, 482 
our results remain unchanged as the same significant edges are identified with and without 483 
controlling for these factors. Additionally, we also controlled for scanning site and clinical 484 
diagnoses for the HBN, since this population was scanned across multiple sites and contained 485 
many subjects with clinical diagnoses (site: Table S5, diagnoses: Table S6). Similarly, the same 486 
significant edges were robustly identified as significant with or without controlling for scanning 487 
site and clinical diagnoses. 488 

Future directions 489 

In sum, we show that differences in the functional connectome associated with handedness are 490 
distributed across the brain, including previously unreported differences associated with the 491 
cerebellar network. Future directions include investigations into sex-handedness 492 
interaction11,28,67,68 (as majority of left-handed population consists of males48), into a third 493 
ambidextrous group, and into potential interactions between handedness and psychiatric 494 
diagnoses (as non-right handedness is overrepresented in various psychiatric disorders, namely 495 
schizophrenia25). As the observed differences show meaningful effect sizes, future studies may 496 
need to consider accounting for handedness. This work serves as a starting point to account for 497 
handedness in functional connectivity studies, in particular for studies involving neuropsychiatric 498 
disorders.  499 
  500 
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Methods 501 

Dataset: HBN 502 

All connectomes for initial analyses (Fig. 1) were generated from resting-state scans obtained 503 
from the Healthy Brain Network (HBN)23. All resting-state scans are 10 mins long using a 1.5 T 504 
Siemens Avanto system equipped with 45 mT/m gradients in a mobile trailer at four different 505 
sites around the New York greater metropolitan area: Staten Island, Cornell University, City 506 
University of New York, and Rutgers University. After excluding subjects for missing scans/data 507 
and excessive motion (>0.2 mm), 905 subjects remain (right- > left-handed group: 787, left- > 508 
right-handed individuals: 118). Subjects’ ages ranged from 5-22 where 111 subjects had no 509 
diagnosis and 794 had some diagnosis of learning disorders or symptoms of psychiatry. 510 
Edinburgh Handedness Questionnaire scores were used as a measure of the extent subjects 511 
were left-handed and right-handed. Scores ranged from -100 to 100 where -100 is considered 512 
an extremely left-handed individual and 100 is considered an extremely right-handed individual. 513 

Dataset: PNC 514 

For generalization, we used data from the Philadelphia Neurodevelopmental Cohort (PNC)24,26 515 
by following the same preprocessing pipelines used with HBN. All resting-state scans are 6 516 
mins long using a single 3T Siemens TIM Trio whole-body scanner with the VB17 revision of the 517 
Siemens software. All participants were scanned at the University of Pennsylvania in 518 
Philadelphia, PA. After excluding subjects for missing scans/data and excessive motion (>0.2 519 
mm), 859 subjects remain (right- > left-handed individuals: 742, left- > right-handed individuals: 520 
117). Subjects’ ages ranged from 8-23 yrs and measures of handedness were based on self-521 
reports of dominant hand to complete another finger tapping task in the dataset (data not used 522 
in our analyses).  523 

Preprocessing and generating connectomes 524 

Both the HBN and PNC datasets were analyzed with identical processing pipelines. Structural 525 
scans were first skull stripped using an optimized version of the FMRIB’s Software Library 526 
(FSL)69 pipeline70. Functional images were motion corrected using SPM12. All further analyses 527 
were performed using BioImage Suite71 and included linear and nonlinear registration to the 528 
MNI template, unless otherwise specified. Several covariates of no interest were regressed from 529 
the data including linear and quadratic drifts, mean cerebral-spinal-fluid (CSF) signal, mean 530 
white-matter signal, and mean gray matter signal. For additional control of possible motion-531 
related confounds, a 24-parameter motion model (including six rigid-body motion parameters, 532 
six temporal derivatives, and these terms squared) was regressed from the data. The data were 533 
temporally smoothed with a Gaussian filter (approximate cutoff frequency=0.12 Hz). 534 
 535 
Nodes were defined using the Shen 268-node brain atlas72, which includes the cortex, 536 
subcortex, and cerebellum as described in prior CPM work. The atlas was warped from MNI 537 
space into single-subject space via a series of linear and non-linear transformations. Resting 538 
state connectivity was calculated on the basis of the ‘raw’ task time courses73, which 539 
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emphasizes individual differences in connectivity43. This involved computation of the mean time 540 
courses for each of the 268 nodes (i.e., averaging the time courses of all constituent voxels). 541 
Node-by-node pairwise correlations were computed, and Pearson correlation coefficients were 542 
Fisher z-transformed to yield symmetric 268x268 connectivity matrices, in which each element 543 
of the matrix represents the connectivity strength between two individual nodes (i.e., ‘edge’). 544 

Defining Networks of Interest 545 

Based on previous literature on differences in handedness6,8,27–32,49,74, we defined three 546 
networks of interest: motor, somatosensory, and language using the Brodmann Areas that were 547 
reported for each publication (Table 1). Connectomes were partitioned into matrices that only 548 
contained edges that stem from a node of interest or edges between nodes of interest.  549 
Differences between the left- > right-handed and right- > left-handed groups were estimated 550 
using Network-Based Statistics17 (component-determining threshold z=1.96, 2-tailed, K=5000 551 
permutations) for each network separately. 552 
 553 
Initial analyses conducted on the HBN utilized raw EHQ scores to identify differences between 554 
the left- > right-handed and right- > left-handed groups (Fig. 1), whereas analyses done purely 555 
on the PNC relied on 0/1 self-reported measures of handedness to replicate the same analyses 556 
(Fig. S3).  557 

Generalization to the PNC 558 

The significance of the overlap between the networks of interest and the whole brain between 559 
the HBN and PNC was determined with the hypergeometric cumulative density function37, which 560 
returns the probability of drawing up to x of K possible items in n drawings without replacement 561 
from an M-item population. This was implemented in Matlab as: p=1-hygecdf(x, M, K, n), where 562 
x equals the number of overlapping edges, K equals the number of connections in the HBN 563 
network of interest, n equals the number of connections in the PNC network of interest, and M 564 
equals the total number of edges in the matrix (35,778). Percent overlap for the barplots (Figs. 565 
S5 and S9) were calculated as: number of overlapping edges/(HBN significant edges + PNC 566 
significant edges - overlapping edges). 567 

Combined analyses: HBN + PNC 568 

For all analyses where we combined data from the HBN and PNC, we addressed 569 
incongruencies in handedness measures by binarizing EHQ scores such that subjects who 570 
scored below 0 were considered primarily left-handed and above 0 were considered primarily 571 
right-handed. No subject had an EHQ score of exactly 0. Networks of interest analyses 572 
conducted on thresholded HBN EHQ scores at 0 (Fig. S4) exhibited similar patterns of 573 
connectivity both in the brain and circle plots as analyses conducted on raw EHQ scores (Fig. 574 
1). 575 
 576 
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Whole brain functional connectivity differences between left- and right-handed individuals were 577 
estimated using the Network-Based Statistic17 (component size statistic; component-578 
determining threshold z = 1.96, 2-tailed, K=5000 permutations) for each network separately. 579 
 580 
Due to the large number of edges identified as significant in our whole-brain analyses, we 581 
thresholded our visualizations for the brain and circle plots (Fig. 2A) to degree threshold 50, 582 
brain plots with varying thresholds are shown in SI (Fig. S6). The remainder of our whole-brain 583 
analyses showing the number of significant edges in each anatomical region is based on the full 584 
connectome without thresholds. 585 
 586 
Similarly, our between and within-hemisphere brain and circle plots (Fig. 4) were thresholded at 587 
degree threshold 25 to demonstrate patterns of connectivity. Visualizations with varying 588 
thresholds are shown in SI (Fig. S10). All quantifications are based on subsetted connectomes 589 
to include only between or within-hemisphere edges without thresholds.  590 
 591 
Finally, our analyses on the cerebellum brain and circle plots (Fig. 5) show the full set of 592 
significant edges without thresholds to demonstrate patterns of connectivity. All quantifications 593 
are based on subsetted connectomes to include edges between and within the cerebellar 594 
nodes. 595 

Effect Size Comparisons 596 

In comparing effect sizes between sex and handedness (Fig. 3), effect sizes were calculated for 597 
each edge in a 268x268 connectome across all subjects in both datasets for sex and for 598 
handedness. 599 

Controlling for confounding factors in datasets 600 

Because we used developmental datasets with some clinical diagnoses to study a normative 601 
trait. We conducted additional analyses using NBS partial correlations to control for sex (Tables 602 
S1, S2) and age (Tables S3, S4) in both the HBN and the PNC to demonstrate the same 603 
significant edges were identified between the left- > right-handed and right- > left-handed 604 
groups while controlling for these differences. Results were split up into two tables when 605 
controlling for sex and age to demonstrate overlaps when analyses were conducted identically 606 
to results section of the paper (sex: Table S1, age: Table S3) and to show results still hold up 607 
when we run NBS on the two datasets, HBN and PNC, for whole brain and cerebellum (sex: 608 
Table S2, age: Table S4) separately. We also controlled for scan site (Table S5) and clinical 609 
diagnoses (Table S6) in the HBN since this sample was collected from many different scan sites 610 
and the population was biased towards clinical diagnoses (794/905 subjects had at least one 611 
clinical diagnosis). Pearson correlations were calculated between matrices of significant edges 612 
identified by NBS alone and NBS correlation controlling for each factor. Unlike our 613 
generalizations from HBN to the PNC, we opted to use correlations as opposed to 614 
hypergeometric cumulative density function (as previously used to show generalization across 615 
datasets) because samples were not independent of each other.616 
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Supplementary Results 798 

Generalization of whole-brain results between the HBN and PNC 799 
To verify that results generalized across datasets at the level of the whole brain, rather than just 800 
within the networks of interest, we performed cluster-based inference on the entire connectome 801 
for the HBN and PNC separately, then proceeded to look at the number of overlapping edges, in 802 
the same manner as above. Generalization between the two datasets revealed significance 803 
across the whole brain and across all data-driven functional networks, analogous to functional 804 
networks of interest (Fig. S9). Across all canonical brain networks41,42, the number of 805 
overlapping edges far exceeds the minimum level required for significance, with t 806 
he exception of the salience network in the right- > left-handed group. At the whole brain level, 807 
slightly greater than 3% of the total number of edges overlap between the HBN and PNC 808 
results. Given that a connectome has 35,778 unique edges, it is exceedingly rare to choose a 809 
single edge out of two random draws from all edges, let alone the 91 overlapping edges we 810 
observe. Together with the network of interest results, these results repeatedly demonstrate that 811 
edges observed to significantly differ between the left- > right-handed and right- > left-handed 812 
groups are highly generalizable across datasets, despite differences in study design including, 813 
handedness measure and scanner/scan sites.Between and within hemispheres 814 
A common observation from our whole-brain analyses was that the left- > right-handed and 815 
right- > left-handed groups differed in the patterns of edges forming between and within-816 
hemispheres. Thus, we performed NBS on connectomes subsetted for within- and between 817 
networks separately. 818 
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Supplementary Figures 819 

 820 
Fig. S1: Summarization of results from Fig. 1 showing only patterns of interest. 821 
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 822 

 823 
Fig. S2: Percent of edges in each network of interest: motor, somatosensory, and language, split by left- > right-824 
handed group and right- > left-handed group connecting within left/right hemispheres or between-hemispheres. 825 
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 826 
Fig. S3: Replication of same networks of interest conducted in Fig. 1 but with raw EHQ scores converted to 0/1, 827 
thresholded at 0. EHQ scores < 0 = left- > right-handed group, EHQ scores > 0 = right- > left-handed group. 828 
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 829 
Fig. S4: Replication of same networks of interest conducted in Fig. 1 but with data from the PNC. Behavioral scores 830 
were binarized for left- > right-handed and right- > left-handed participants. 831 
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 832 
Fig. S5: Bottom row shows circle plots where the left and right hemispheres are depicted as left and right semi-833 
circles, respectively. Nodes are color-coded by anatomical networks constructed based on the Shen atlas, each line 834 
depicts a significant edge identified through NBS. Legend for which anatomical region each color represents is shown 835 
in a line above the three circle plots. Each circle plot shows significant edges that are present in both HBN and PNC 836 
for each network of interest: motor, somatosensory, and language, respectively. Top row depicts a bar graph of % 837 
overlapping edges for each network of interest. Lines and shaded regions in each bar indicate the minimum % of 838 
overlapping edges required for significance. * on top of each bar indicates significance where n.s. indicates not 839 
significant, !"#$%#&'()*"+","-.-/0"!!"#$%#&'()*"+","-.-10"'$%"!!!"#$%#&'()*"+","-.--1. 840 
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 841 
Fig. S6: Ball-stick brain plots for differences between left-handed individuals and right-handed individuals at the level 842 
of the whole brain for the combined analyses with HBN and PNC thresholded at degree = 0, 25, and 50.  843 
 844 

 845 
Fig. S7: Percent of edges for left- > right-handed and right- > left-handed group for edges connecting within left/right 846 
hemispheres or between-hemispheres. 847 
 848 
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 849 
Fig. S8: Percent of edges that identified as significant in whole brain analysis out of the total number of edges in each 850 
anatomical region, split by left and right hemispheres. Results for left-handed individuals shown in green circular bar 851 
graph on the left and results for right-handed individuals shown in purple circular bar graph on the right. Left 852 
hemispheres shown in lighter colored bars, right hemispheres shown in darker colored bars. 853 
 854 

855 
Fig. S9: Circular bar graphs showing overlapping edges between HBN and PNC by canonical data-driven networks: 856 
Medial Frontal, Frontoparietal, Default Mode Network, Motor, VI, VII, Visual Association, Salience, Subcortical, and 857 
Cerebellum. The whole brain is shown in a darker colored bar for both the left- > right-handed and right- > left-handed 858 
group. Exact percentage of overlapping edges between HBN and PNC shown as the bold value in parentheses; the 859 
second percentage shows the minimum percentage of edges required for results to be significant. The shaded 860 
regions in each circular bar show the minimum percentage of edges required for significance with a p-value below 861 
0.05. * above each of the labels show significance for each network and the whole brain. !"#$%#&'()*"+","-.-/0"!!"862 
#$%#&'()*"+","-.-10"'$%"!!!"#$%#&'()*"+","-.--1 863 
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 864 
Fig. S10: Brain plots for differences between left-handed individuals and right-handed individuals between and 865 
within-hemispheres for combined analyses with HBN and PNC thresholded at degree =  0, 13, and 25. 866 
 867 
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 868 
Fig. S11: 3D brain plots showing where nodes for each network of interest are located. 869 
 870 

 871 
Fig. S12: Percent of edges in our cerebellum analysis split by left- and right-handed individuals connecting within 872 
left/right hemispheres or between-hemispheres.  873 
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Supplementary Tables 874 

 875 
 Handedness 

group 
Control for Sex Handedness 

only 
Overlapping 

edges 
r-val 

HBN: Motor Left > Right 194 195 181 0.9917 

 Right > Left 217 227 205 0.9879 

HBN: 
Somatosensory 

Left > Right 93 88 85 0.9912 

 Right > Left 105 112 100 0.9903 

HBN: Language Left > Right 338 325 315 0.9937 

 Right > Left 332 337 324 0.9943 

HBN+PNC: 
Whole Brain 

Left > Right 1566 1600 1501 0.9888 

 Right > Left 1452 1479 1396 0.9865 

HBN+PNC: 
Cerebellum 

Left > Right 529 558 509 0.9938 

 Right > Left 439 463 431 0.9940 

Table S1: Replicating all HBN analyses in networks of interest: motor, somatosensory, language, and HBN+PNC 876 
analyses in whole brain and cerebellum while controlling for sex. Table shows comparison between significant edges 877 
when controlling for sex and for handedness alone, the overlapping edges between these two analyses and the 878 
correlation between the two analyses (reported as r values). 879 
 880 

 Handedneess 
group 

Control for Sex Handedness 
only 

Overlapping 
edges 

r-val 

HBN: Whole 
Brain 

Left > Right 1385 1925 986 0.8320 

 Right > Left 1429 1858 1025 0.7844 

HBN: 
Cerebellum 

Left > Right 460 691 354 0.9359 

 Right > Left 421 633 328 0.8962 

PNC: Whole 
Brain 

Left > Right 1005 1008 967 0.9877 

 Right > Left 988 1006 964 0.9912 

PNC: 
Cerebellum 

Left > Right 359 359 346 0.9948 

 Right > Left 395 404 389 0.9959 
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Table S2: Conducting whole brain and cerebellum analyses for HBN and PNC. Comparing significant edges while 881 
controlling for sex and for handedness alone, the overlapping edges between these two analyses and the correlation 882 
between the two analyses (reported as r values). 883 
 884 

 Handedness 
group 

Control for Age Handedness 
only 

Overlapping 
edges 

r-val 

HBN: Motor Left > Right 149 195 147 0.9620 

 Right > Left 187 227 179 0.9800 

HBN: 
Somatosensory 

Left > Right 62 88 62 0.9660 

 Right > Left 91 112 86 0.9748 

HBN: Language Left > Right 252 325 245 0.9809 

 Right > Left 269 337 262 0.9710 

HBN+PNC: 
Whole Brain 

Left > Right 8382 1600 749 0.9010 

 Right > Left 7872 1479 682 0.8982 

HBN+PNC: 
Cerebellum 

Left > Right 4014 558 235 0.6406 

 Right > Left 3669 463 206 0.5272 

Table S3: Replicating all HBN analyses in networks of interest: motor, somatosensory, language, and HBN+PNC 885 
analyses in whole brain and cerebellum while controlling for age. Table shows comparison between significant edges 886 
when controlling for age and for handedness alone, the overlapping edges between these two analyses and the 887 
correlation between the two analyses (reported as r values). 888 
 889 

 Handedness 
group 

Control for Age Handedness 
only 

Overlapping 
edges 

r-val 

HBN: Whole 
Brain 

Left > Right 1526 1925 1153 0.7941 

 Right > Left 1473 1858 1199 0.7104 

HBN: 
Cerebellum 

Left > Right 537 691 376 0.9179 

 Right > Left 485 633 327 0.8508 

PNC: Whole 
Brain 

Left > Right 981 1008 938 0.9800 

 Right > Left 953 1006 932 0.9833 

PNC: 
Cerebellum 

Left > Right 349 359 336 0.9914 

 Right > Left 368 404 358 0.9906 
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Table S4: Conducting whole brain and cerebellum analyses for HBN and PNC. Comparing significant edges while 890 
controlling for age and for handedness alone, the overlapping edges between these two analyses and the correlation 891 
between the two analyses (reported as r values). 892 
 893 

 Handedness 
group 

Control for 
Scanning Site 

Handedness 
only 

Overlapping 
edges 

r-val 

HBN: Motor Left > Right 195 195 191 0.9975 

 Right > Left 225 227 224 0.9989 

HBN: 
Somatosensory 

Left > Right 88 88 87 0.9981 

 Right > Left 110 112 108 0.9961 

HBN: Language Left > Right 328 325 324 0.9991 

 Right > Left 340 337 334 0.9991 

HBN: Whole 
Brain 

Left > Right 1936 1925 1902 0.9976 

 Right > Left 1858 1858 1830 0.9966 

HBN: 
Cerebellum 

Left > Right 695 691 685 0.9992 

 Right > Left 636 633 624 0.9985 

Table S5: Replicating all HBN analyses in networks of interest: motor, somatosensory, language, as well as analyses 894 
in whole brain and cerebellum while controlling for scanning site. Table shows comparison between significant edges 895 
when controlling for scanning site, the overlapping edges between these two analyses and the correlation between 896 
the two analyses (reported as r values). 897 
 898 

 Handedness 
group 

Control for 
Clinical 

Diagnoses 

Handedness 
only 

Overlapping 
edges 

r-val 

HBN: Motor Left > Right 195 195 191 0.9975 

 Right > Left 226 227 224 0.9989 

HBN: 
Somatosensory 

Left > Right 88 88 87 0.9988 

 Right > Left 110 112 108 0.9961 

HBN: Language Left > Right 328 325 324 0.9991 

 Right > Left 340 337 336 0.9980 

HBN: Whole 
Brain 

Left > Right 1936 1925 1902 0.9976 

 Right > Left 1858 1858 1830 0.9966 

HBN: Left > Right 695 691 685 0.9992 
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Cerebellum 

 Right > Left 636 633 624 0.9985 

Table S6: Replicating all HBN analyses in networks of interest: motor, somatosensory, language, as well as analyses 899 
in whole brain and cerebellum while controlling for clinical diagnoses. Table shows comparison between significant 900 
edges when controlling for clinical diagnoses, the overlapping edges between these two analyses and the correlation 901 
between the two analyses (reported as r values). 902 
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